Abstract. To deal with the uncertainty of information system security risk evaluation, a risk evaluation model combining Dempster-Shafer evidence theory and grey relational analysis is proposed. In this model, an evaluation index system is established. The risk evaluation rate of information system security is educed by using improved Dempster-Shafer theory. For each risk rating, the Basic Probability Assignment(BPA) function in Dempster-Shafer theory is get by calculating the grey relational grades, so the difficult issue of determining the BPA with Dempster-Shafer theory is solved. The Dempster-Shafer fusion strategy was applied to fuse the evaluation ratings in different data sources for evaluation conclusion. Finally, a case proves that the method is feasible and effective.
Introduction to Related Theories

Grey Relation Analysis
The purpose of grey relational analysis is to measure the relative influence of the compared series on the reference series. In other words, the calculation of grey relational analysis reveals the relationship between two discrete series in a grey space. Let )) ( ), is the i-th element value at point k. In the grey relational analysis, the grey relational grade is used to show the relationship between two series, the grey relational grade is defined as follow:
Where
is the distinguishing coefficient used to adjust the difference of the relational coefficient. We adopt as 0.5 to perform the grey relational analysis because this value offers moderate distinguishing effects and good stability.
Dempster-Shafer Evidence Theory
The D-S Evidence theory [7] has been shown to be a good tool for representing and combining pieces of uncertain information. Suppose that there is a problem of risk evaluation, it uses  to express the set of all possible results that we meet to this problem, these possible results can be called the suppositions to the problem. All suppositions are mutual exclusion, and describe completely all the possible results of the problem, then  is called discrimination frame. A BPA is a function m from  2 to [0, 1] which satisfies the following conditions:
m (A) is called Basic Probability Number (BPN). It represents our confidence in the fact that "all we know is that the object belongs to A". In other words, m (A) is a measure of the belief attributed exactly to A, and to none of the subsets of A. The elements of Let m1 and m2 be two BPAs. The new BPA resulting from their combination is given by the Dempster's rule of combination [7] :
K is called the conflict factor and is defined by
K measures the degree of conflict between m1 and m2: K = 0 corresponds to the absence of conflict, whereas K = 1 implies a complete contradiction between m1 and m2. Indeed, K = 0 if and only if no empty set is created when m1 and m2 are combined. On the other hand, K = 1 if and only if all the sets resulting from this combination are empty.
Risk Evaluation Model
Set up Index System
In an information system, risk evaluation needs to set up index system of risk evaluation. Thеre are some core elements during risk evaluating, such as asset, vulnerability, threat and safeguard, etc. To emphasize risk evaluation, a simplified risk evaluation index system is shown as Table1 1. The system is categorized as goal, factor and index level. The first level is the goal of evaluation, i.e. risk rating. This risk scale, with its ratings of Very Low, Low, Moderate, High and Very High, represents the degree or level of risk of an information system. The second level shows the factors which is considered from two aspects of the likelihood of a risk event occurring and impact of the risk should it occur. The third level, as the evaluation index, is to detail every risk factor of the second level. 
Risk Evaluation Model
To improve the reliability of evaluation, index values are obtained by multiple sources, such as data acquisition, penetration testing, etc. The index values that obtained from multiple sources are used as the reference series of grey relation analysis. The evaluation ratings of system are used as the comparative series of grey relation analysis. The BPA functions are derived by calculating the grey relation degree between the reference series and the comparative series, and then the combination rule of the D-S evidence theory is applied to fuse the evaluation outcome for evaluation conclusion. The model is shown as Fig. 1 . Suppose, the risk index number of an information system is denoted by k, k=9 shown as Table 1 . The methods such as experts, vulnerability scanning and penetration testing are used for assigning scores to the information system, and the n groups index values are obtained, denoted by
Let the risk rating be {Very Low (v1), Low (v2), Moderate (v3), High (v4), Very High (v5) }. So the discrimination frame of the risk evaluation problem is  = (v1, v2, v3, v4, v5). It is expressed as )) ( ),...,
represents the value of index k in grade i.
Because of the impact of various indexes being different, the index weight should be taken into consideration when the grey relation degree are calculated. First the experts assign scores to each index, and then the weights are calculated by means of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [4] . According to the index system shown as Table 1 , the index weight corresponding to the first level denote Wk, Wk=the index weight in the third level * the factor weight in the second level, where k =1, 2, …, N. To highlight the important degree of each index, the relative importance of each index is elicited, denotes
. Eq. 1 is revised by weights:
The grey relation degree between the index values series gained with different methods and the evaluation ratings series of system is calculated by applying Eq.2 and Eq.5, denote
Normalize each grey relation degree series can get
So the basic probability assignment functions for each evaluation grade based on the grey relation degree are
Due to the complexity of the system, the index values are uncertainty regardless of what approaches are being used. In the meantime, because of the difference of the obtained data's method, the confidence of the data is different. Let uncertainty of the methods be u=(u1, …, un), the basic probability assignment functions of method n revised is Index system of information system security risk evaluation
Experts
Penetration testing Index value
, represents the basic probability assignment of uncertainty.
Because Mn satisfies the property of mass function, Eq. 4 is used to fuse the basic probability assignment functions of evaluation ratings in different methods, and the conclusion is drawn. To test the validity of the conclusion, it is necessary to set threshold ε. The conclusion is valid when the difference between the maximum value and sub-maximum value is greater than ε.
Case Study
This section will concentrate on an example to illustrate how to apply the above-mentioned model. Table 2 shows the weights computed using the AHP. The weight vector of every index relative to goal level is ) ,..., , ( So the confidence of Very Low is 0.0944, the confidence of Low is 0.1751, the confidence of Moderate is 0.3097, the confidence of High is 0.2363, the confidence of Very High is 0.1232, the uncertainty is 0.0067. The difference between the maximum value (Moderate level) and sub-maximum value (High level) is 0.073, greater than 0.05. So the risk rating of the system is Moderate. The result is consistent with the actual evaluation result [4] and has higher precision. It shows that the model is valid and feasible.
Conclusions
How to process the uncertainty factors of risk evaluation has a direct influence to the reliability of the evaluation result. In this paper, the new risk evaluation model presented in the paper has obtained the evaluation data with different data sources, which can avoid one-sidedness by simple one method. Simultaneously, by utilizing grey relation theory's uncertainty and the combining rule of D-S theory, the evaluation's reliability of information system security risk can be raised in certain level. The feasibility and reliability of the model has been validated by case analysis.
